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Networks, alliances, and aggregators have unique needs when it comes to
technology. They need a platform that allows them to not only process their own
business but to onboard and have visibility into their member agencies, as well as
provide them with access to tools and services to help them succeed and grow.
XDimensional Technologies understands these needs and its Nexsure Insurance
Platform is the only tool on the market that can address all of them.
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The Nexsure Insurance Platform is a SaaS-based platform that manages the entire
policy workflow, including submission, underwriting, and issuance. It is ideal for
supporting networks, alliances, and aggregators as it gives them the ability to
streamline processing, enhance partner and member management and gain
insight into it all.

Run Your Business with a
Complete and Efficient Solution
With one comprehensive solution with all your
processing and management needs, you can expect
your business to soar on the Nexsure Insurance
Platform.
Our complete solution integrates, streamlines, and
coordinates processes, driving up business efficiencies
and performance. You’ll tackle business volume with
ease, make distribution partner access simple and
productive, deliver an exceptional user experience, and
eliminate the frustrations related to multiple vendors
— e.g., patchworked programs, swivel-seat data entry,
and administrative overhead. Now, you’ll benefit from
one comprehensive solution, from one vendor, on one
technology platform. When you combine that with your
expertise, knowledge, and specialties, you’ll deliver an
unbeatable market offering.

Rate, Quote and Close Business
in Less Time
With efficient data entry and automated workflows, plus real-time alerts, and
notifications, you’ll always be kept abreast of requests, responses, actions, and next
steps. You’ll move sales transactions along quickly and close more business, driving
up premium volume and revenue.
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Handle Business Volume with Ease
The inherent processes of the Nexsure Insurance Platform are extraordinarily efficient, allowing you to scale your business
to any size and drive profitability. The platform accelerates processing and distribution, allows for expanded capabilities,
and simplifies business management to achieve exceptional results.

Onboard Member Agencies Effortlessly
With efficient onboarding processes and the flexible automation of administrative
tasks that are important to you, you can easily sign up and manage more qualified
agents in less time.
Our Member Agent Portal streamlines business submissions, workflows and adds
self-service capabilities to empower your member agents to engage, connect,
transact efficiently, and communicate with you independently, anytime. With the
portal, retail agents can control, manage, process, and query information without
your involvement, saving an enormous amount of time.
You’ll be able to effortlessly manage contracts, licenses, and E&O across all your
states, and reduce the complexities of compliance management. You can apply the
time saved to other important work.

Empower Member Agencies
with Access to Technology
As an XDimensional Technologies customer, your member agencies
can gain access to the Nexsure Insurance Platform. We’ve developed
a simplified implementation with key functionality enabled to
get them up and running quickly. As they grow, they’ll have the
full platform behind them being able to turn on more and more
functionality as needed.

Gain Insight with Comprehensive Detailed Reporting
The Nexsure Insurance Platform is continually logging data across the breadth of your transactions, data entry, partner
activity, and automation, building the most sophisticated and complete relational data set available for reporting. Benefit
from a full breadth of financial, accounting, operational, departmental, and compliance reports (bordereau), as well as
advanced reports for measuring, evaluating, and implementing changes. View virtually any report on the fly, such as
retail agent commissions, carrier commissions, and sales pipeline. With performance assessment tools, you can evaluate
employee, distribution partner, and client workloads, to see who’s really making an impact (favorably or unfavorably) on
profitability, time, and resources.

The Nexsure Insurance Platform is the right solution for networks, alliances, and aggregators.
To learn how you can manage and empower your business and your members’ businesses, contact us today.
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